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Abstract. Let C be a plane curve given by an equation f (x, y) = 0
with f ∈ K[x][y] a monic squarefree polynomial. We study the problem of computing an integral basis of the algebraic function field K(C)
and give new complexity bounds for three known algorithms dealing
with this problem. For each algorithm, we study its subroutines and,
when it is possible, we modify or replace them so as to take advantage
of faster primitives. Then, we combine complexity results to derive an
overall complexity estimate for each algorithm. In particular, we modify
an algorithm due to Böhm et al. and achieve a quasi-optimal runtime.
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Introduction

When handling algebraic function fields, it is often helpful –if not necessary– to
know an integral basis. Computing such bases has a wide range of applications
from symbolic integration to algorithmic number theory and applied algebraic
geometry. It is the function field analogue of a well-known and difficult problem:
computing rings of integers in number fields and, as often, the function field
version is easier: the algorithm of Zassenhaus [25] described for number fields in
the late 60’s can indeed be turned into a polynomial-time algorithm for function
fields which was later precisely described by Trager [23].
However, there are very few complexity results going further than just stating
a polynomial runtime. Consequently, most of the existing algorithms in the literature are compared based on their runtimes on a few examples and this yields
no consensus on which algorithm to use given an instance of the problem. In this
paper, we provide complexity bounds for three of the best-known algorithms to
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compute integral bases and provide complexity bounds based on state-of-the art
results for the primitives they rely on.
In this paper, we focus on the case of plane curves C given by equations
of the form f (x, y) = 0 with f ∈ K[x][y] monic in y and squarefree. We set
the notation n = degy f and dx = degx f . The associated function field is
K(C) = Frac (K(x)[y]/f (x, y)), it is an algebraic extension of degree n of K(x).
An element h(x, y) of K(C) is integral (over K[x]) if there exists a monic bivariate polynomial P (x, y) such that P (x, h(x, y)) equals 0 in K(C). The set of such
elements forms a free K[x]-module of rank n and a basis of this module is called
an integral basis of K(C).
Computing integral bases of algebraic function fields has applications in symbolic integration [23] but more generally an integral basis can be useful to handle
function fields. For instance, the algorithm of van Hoeij and Novocin [13] uses
such a basis to “reduce” the equation of function fields and thus makes them
easier to handle. The algorithm of Hess [11] to compute Riemann-Roch spaces
is based on the assumption that integral closures have been precomputed. This
assumption is sufficient to establish a polynomial runtime, but a more precise
complexity estimate for Hess’ approach requires to assess the cost of computing
integral closures as well.
Our contribution. We provide complexity estimates for three algorithms dedicated to computing integral bases of algebraic function fields in characteristic 0 or greater than n. To the best of our knowledge, no previous bounds
were given for these algorithms. Another approach which has received a lot
of attention is the use of Montes’ algorithm. We do not tackle this approach
in the present paper, a complexity estimate has been given by Bauch in [2,
Lemma 3.10] in the case of number fields. Using the Montes algorithm, a local integral basis of a Dedeking domain
 A at a prime ideal p is computed in
O n1+ε δ log q + n1+ε δ 2+ε + n2+ε δ 1+ε p-small operations, with δ the p-valuation
of Disc(f ) and the cardinal of A/p.
Our contribution is actually not limited to a complexity analysis: the algorithms that we present have been slightly modified so that we could establish
better complexity results. We also discuss possible improvements to van Hoeij’s
algorithm in some particular cases that are not uncommon in the literature. Our
main complexity results are Theorems 1, 2 and 3. Note that we count field operations and do not take into account the coefficient growth in case of infinite fields
nor the field extensions incurred by the use of Puiseux series. We also made the
choice not to delve into probabilistic aspects: all the algorithms presented here
are “at worst” Las Vegas due to the use of Poteaux and Weimann’s algorithm,
see for instance [21, Remark 3].
We decided to give worst-case bounds and to only involve n and Disc(f ) in
our theorems so as to give ready-to-use results. Our proofs, however, are meant
to allow the interested reader to derive sharper bounds involving more precise
parameters such as the regularity and ramification indices of Puiseux series.
We summarize these complexity estimates in Table 1 in a simpler context:
we ignore the cost of factorizations and bound both n and dx = degx f by D.
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In this case, the input size is in O(D2 ) and output size in O(D4 ). The constant
2 ≤ ω ≤ 3 refers to a feasible exponent for matrix multiplication, see [18] for the
smallest value currently known. Translating the above bound, the complexity of
e 5 ) but only for a computing a local integral
the Montes approach is at best in O(D
basis at one singularity, while the algorithm detailed in Section 4 computes a
e 4 )).
global integral basis for a quasi-optimal arithmetic complexity (i.e. in O(D
Organization of the paper. We sequentially analyze the three algorithms: Section 2 is dedicated to van Hoeij’s algorithm [12], Section 3 to Trager’s algorithm [23] and Section 4 to an algorithm by Böhm et al. introduced in [3]. In
each section, we first give an overview of the corresponding algorithm and insist
on the parts where we perform some modifications. The algorithms we describe
are variations of the original algorithms so we give no proof exactness and refer to the original papers in which they were introduced. Then, we establish
complexity bounds for each algorithm by putting together results from various
fields of computer algebra. We were especially careful about how to handle linear
algebra, Puiseux series and factorization over K [[x]] [y].
Table 1. Simplified complexity estimates for computing integral bases.

2
2.1

Algorithm

Worst-case complexity

Trager’s algorithm [23]

e 7)
O(D

Van Hoeij’s algorithm [12]

e ω+4 )
O(D

Böhm et al.’s algorithm [3]

e 4)
O(D

Van Hoeij’s algorithm
Puiseux series

We recall some basic concepts about Puiseux series and refer to [24] for more
details. Assuming that the characteristic of K is either 0 or > n, the Puiseux
theorem states that f ∈ K[x][y] has n roots in the field of Puiseux series
∪e≥1 K (x1/e ) .
Following DuvalQ
[10], we group these roots into irreducible factors of f . First,
r
one can write f = Qi=1 fi with each fi irreducible in K[[x]][y]. Then, for 1 ≤
ϕi
i ≤ r we write fi = j=1
fij , where each fij is irreducible in K[[x]][y]. Finally,
for any (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . r} × {1, . . . , ϕi } we write
fij =

eY
i −1 


Y − Sij (x1/ei ζeki ) ,

k=0

where Sij ∈ K ((x)) and ζei is a primitive ei -th root of unity.
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Definition 1. The n fractional Laurent series Sijk (x) = Sij (x1/ei ζeki ) are called
the classical Puiseux series of f above 0. The integer ei is called the ramification
index of Sijk .
Proposition 1. For a fixed i, the fij ’s all have coefficients in Ki , a degree-ϕi
extension of K and
Pr they are conjugated by the action of the associated Galois
group. We have i=1 ei ϕi = n.
Definition 2. [21, Definition 2] A system of rational Puiseux expansions over
K (K-RPE) of f above 0 is a set {Ri }1≤i≤r such that
•
•
•
•

Ri (T ) = (Xi (T ),P
Yi (T )) ∈ Ki ((T ))2 ,
∞
ei
Ri (T ) = (γi T , j=ni βij T j ), where ni ∈ Z, γi 6= 0 and βini 6= 0,
fi (Xi (T ), Yi (T )) = 0,
the integer ei is minimal.

In the above setting, we say that Ri is centered at (Xi (0), Yi (0)). We may
have Yi (0) = ∞ if ni < 0 but this cannot happen if f is monic.
Definition 3. [21, Definition 3] The regularity index of a Puiseux series S of f
with ramification index e is the smallest N ≥ min(0, evx (S)) such that no other
Puiseux series S 0 have the same truncation up to exponent N/e. The truncation
of S up to its regularity index is called the singular part of S.
It can be shown that two Puiseux series associated to the same RPE share the
same regularity index so we can extend this notion (and the notion of singular
part) to RPE’s.
2.2

Description of van Hoeij’s algorithm

We will be looking for an integral basis of the form pi (x, y)/di (x), where the pi
are degree-i monic polynomials in y. It is known that the irreducible factors of
the denominators di are among the irreducible factors of the discriminant with
multiplicity at least 2. We can treat these factors one by one by first looking
for local integral bases at each of these factors, i.e. bases whose denominators
can only be powers of such an irreducible factor. A global integral basis is then
recovered from these local bases by CRT.
To compute a local integral basis at a fixed factor φ, van Hoeij [12] follows
the following strategy. Starting from (1, y, · · · , y n−1 ) and updating it so that it
generates a larger module, until this module is the integral closure. This basis is
modified by multiplying it by an appropriate triangular matrix in the following
way. Let us fix a d, then bd must be a linear combination of the b0 , · · · , bd−1
Pd−1
such that (ybd−1 + i=0 ai bi )/φj is integral with j as large as possible.
To this end, the coefficients of the linear combination are first set to be
variables and we write equations enforcing the fact that the linear combination
divided by φ has to be integral. If a solution of this system is found, the value of
bd is updated and we repeat the process so as to divide by the largest possible
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power of φ. Note that a solution is necessary unique otherwise the difference of
two solutions would be an integral element with numerator of degree d−1, which
means that the j computed in the previous step was not maximal. When there is
no solution, we have reached the maximal exponent and move on to computing
bd+1 .
For the sake of completeness, we give a description of van Hoeij’s algorithm
but we refer to van Hoeij’s original paper [12] for a proof that this algorithm
is correct. This algorithm is originally described for fields of characteristic 0
but also works in the case of positive characteristic provided that we avoid
wild ramification (see [12, Section 6.2.]). To deal with this issue, we make the
assumption that we are either considering characteristic zero or greater than n.

Input : A monic irreducible polynomial f (y) over K[x]
Output : An integral basis for K[x, y]/hf i
n ← degy (f ) ;
Sf ac ← set of factors P such that P 2 | Disc(f );
for φ in Sf ac do
Compute α a root of φ (possibly in extension) ;
Compute ri the n Puiseux expansions of f at α with precision N ;
b0 ← 1 ;
for d ← 1 to n − 1 do
bd ← ybd−1 ;
solutionfound ← true ;
Let a0 , · · · ad−1 be variables ;
Pd−1
a ← (bd + i=0 ai bi )/(x − α) ;
while solutionfound do
Write the equations, i.e. the coefficients of a(ri ) with negative
power of (x − α) for any i ;
Solve this linear system in the ai ’s ;
if no solution then
solutionfound ← false;
else
There is a unique solution (ai ) in K(α)d ;
Substitute α by x in each ai ;
Pd−1
bd ← (bd + i=0 ai bi )/φ ;
end
end
end
end
end
From all the local bases perform CRT to deduce B an integral basis ;
return B ;

Algorithm 1: Van Hoeij’s algorithm [12]
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Complexity analysis

In this section, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let f (x, y) be a degree-n monic squarefree polynomial in y. Algorithm 1 returns an integral basis for the corresponding function field and
e ω+2 deg Disc(f )) field operations, where
costs the factorization of Disc(f ) and O(n
2 ≤ ω ≤ 3 is a feasible exponent for linear algebra.
Proof. First, we need to compute the discriminant and recover its square factors,
which costs a factorization of a univariate polynomial of degree ≤ ndx .
Then, we need to compute the Puiseux P
expansions ηi of f at one root of each
factor in Sf ac , up to precision N = maxi i6=j v(ηi − ηj ). Using the algorithm
of Poteaux and Weimann [21], the Puiseux expansions are computed up to pree
cision N in O(n(δ
+ N )) field operations, where δ stands for the valuation of
Disc(f ). Indeed, these expansions are computed throughout their factorization
e
algorithm, which runs in O(n(δ
+ N )) field operations as stated in [21, Theorem 3]. Therefore, in theory, we will see that computing the Puiseux expansions
has a negligible cost compared to other parts of the algorithm since N ≤ n2 .
Another problem coming from the use of Puiseux expansions is that we have
to evaluate bivariate polynomials (the bi ’s) at the Puiseux expansions of f .
However this matter can be dealt with by keeping them in memory and updating
them along the computations. This way, for a fixed d we first initialize bd =
ybd−1 so we just have to perform a product of Puiseux expansions at precision
O(n2 ) and then each time bd is updated it will amount to performing a linear
combination of Puiseux expansions. Since we fix precision at N ≤ n2 , taking into
account the denominator in the exponents of the Puiseux series this amounts to
handling polynomials of degrees ≤ n3 . Thus, in our case, arithmetic operations
e 3 ) field operations.
on Puiseux series can be performed in O(n
The main task in this algorithm is to solve a linear system of c equations
in d variables over the extension K(α), where c is the total number of terms of
degrees < 1 in the n Puiseux expansions. Since we know the linear system must
have at most one solution, we have the lower bound c ≥ d but in the worst case,
each Puiseux series has n terms of degrees < 1 and so c can be bounded above
by n2 . More precisely, we can bound it by ne, where e is the maximum of the
ramification indices of the classical Puiseux expansions of f .
In most cases, this system will be rectangular of size c × d so we solve it in
e ω−1 ) using [5, Theorem 8.6]. This step is actually the bottleneck for
time O(cd
e ω+1 deg φ) field
each iteration and using the bounds on d and c it runs in O(n
operations, since the extension K(α) of K has degree ≤ deg φ.
This process is iterated over the irreducible factors of the discriminant appearing with multiplicity at least 2, and for φ such a factor we have to solve
at most n + M (φ)/2 systems, where M (φ) is the multiplicity of φ in Disc(f ).
Indeed, each time a solution to a system is found the discriminant is divided by
φ2 so that cannot happen more than M (φ)/2 times, but since we need to make
sure that we have no solution before incrementing d we will have to handle n
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additional systems. Thus, for a fixed factor φ the cost of solving the systems is
bounded by O(n · nω+1 deg φ + nω+1 deg φM (φ)), where the factor deg φ comes
from the fact that the linear systems are solved over a degree deg φ-extension of
the base field.


P
ω+1
ω+2
e P
Thus, the complexity is in O
n
M
(φ)
deg
φ
+
n
deg
φ
.
φ∈Sf ac
φ∈Sf ac
Remark 1. If the base field is a finite field Fq , factoring the discriminant is done
1.5
e
in O((nd
log q + ndx (log q)2 ) bit operations [16].
x)
Remark 2. The above formula shows how the size of the input is unsufficient
to give an accurate estimate of the runtime of van Hoeij’s algorithm. Indeed, in
the best possible case #Sf ac , deg φ and M (φ) might be constant, and all the
cφ,i ’s might be equal to d, leading toP
an overall complexity in O(nω+2 ). In the
worst possible case however, the sum φ∈Sf ac deg φ is equal to the degree of the
e ω+2 deg Disc(f )).
discriminant, leading to an overall complexity in O(n
2.4

An improvement in the case of low-degree singularities

Instead of incrementally computing the bi ’s, it is possible to compute one bk by
solving the exact same systems, except that this time the previous bi ’s may not
have been computed (and are thus set to their initial value y i ). The apparent
drawback of this strategy is that it computes bk without exploiting previous
knowledge of smaller bi ’s and therefore leads to solving more systems than using
the previous approach. More precisely, if we already know bk−1 then we have to
solve ek − ek−1 + 1 systems otherwise we may have to solve up to ek + 1 systems.
Using the complexity analysis above, we can bound the complexity of finding a
e 2 k ω−1 (ek + 1) deg φ).
given bk without knowing other bi ’s by O(n
However, we know that for a fixed φ, the bi ’s can be taken of the form
pi (x, y)/φei where the exponents are non-decreasing and bounded by M (φ).
Therefore, when M (φ) is small enough compared to n, it makes sense to pick a
number k and compute bk . If bk = y k then we know that bi = y i for any i smaller
than k. If bk = pk (x, y)/φM (φ) then we know that we can take bi = y i−k bk for i
greater than k. In most cases neither of this will happen but then we can repeat
the process recursively and pick one number between 1 and k − 1 and another
one between k + 1 and n and repeat.
In the extreme case where we treat M (φ) as a constant (but deg φ is still
e
allowed to be as large as deg(Disc(f ))/2) this approach saves a factor O(n)
compared to the iterative approach computing the bi ’s one after another. This
is summarized by the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let f (x, y) be a degree-n monic squarefree polynomial in y such
that irreducible factors of Disc(f ) only appear with exponent bounded by an absolute constant. The above modification of van Hoeij’s algorithm returns an integral
basis for the corresponding function field and costs a univariate factorization of
e ω+1 deg Disc(f )) field operations, where ω is a feasible
degree ≤ ndx and O(n
exponent for linear algebra.
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Proof. Let us first assume that M (φ) = 1 : then the problem is just to find the
smallest k such that ek = 1. Since we the ei ’s are non-decreasing, we can use
binary search and find this k after computing O(log n) basis elements bi ’s, for a
e ω+1 deg φ) and we indeed gain a quasi-linear factor compared
total cost in O(n
to the previous approach. As long as M (φ) is constant, a naive way to get the
same result is to repeat binary searches to find the smallest k such that ek = 1,
then the smallest k such that ek = 2 and so on.
Remark 3. Such extreme cases are not uncommon among the examples presented in the literature and we believe that beyond this extreme, there will be a
trade-off between this strategy and the classical one for non-constant but small
multiplicities. We do not investigate this trade-off further because finding proper
turning points should be addressed in practice as it depends both on theory and
implementation.
2.5

The case of few singularities with high multiplicities

In the other extreme case where M (φ) is greater than n our strategy will perform
worse than the original one. Therefore, two ideas seem natural to find the ei :
performing larger “jumps” by testing values of ei which are multiples of a fixed
ν > 1 or even following a binary search approach on each ei . We briefly explain
why these strategies do not beat the classical one.
Given a root α of the discriminant, and fixing a d between
1 and n, it is indeed

Pd−1
possible for any ν > 1 to try to find elements such that bd + i=0 ai bi /(X −
α)ν is integral, thus allowing to skip steps in the iterated updates and divisions.
But there is a price to pay for this: the system that we will have to solve is
bigger. When dividing by (X −α) the number of equations is the number of terms
of the Puiseux expansions of exponent ≤ 1 which we bounded by nemax . When
dividing by (X − α)ν , however, the number of equations is bounded by νnemax .
When solving our rectangular system, recall that the complexity depends linearly
on the number of equations, and thus even though this approach reduces the
number of iterations by a factor close to ν, it increases the complexity of each
iteration by a factor ν.
P
To sum up, if we want to know whether (bd + αi bi ) /(X − α)m is integral
then it costs the same (up to logarithmic factors) to either repeat divisions by
(X − α) as in van Hoeij’s algorithm, to perform repeated divisions by (X − α)ν
or even to solve a single system to directly divide by (X − α)m . Therefore, this
strategy does not bring any advantage over the classical strategy in the context
of van Hoeij’s algorithm.

3
3.1

Trager’s algorithm
A description of Trager’s algorithm

Computing an integral basis amounts to computing the integral closure of the
K[x]-module generated by the powers of y. Trager’s algorithm [23] computes such
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an integral closure iteratively using the following integrality criterion to decide
when to stop. Note that there exists many similar algorithms like Round 2 and
Round 4 using various criteria for integrality. A more precise account on these
algorithms and their history is given in the final paragraphs of [9, Section 2.7].
Proposition 3. [23, Theorem 1] Let R be a principal domain (K[X] in our
case) and V a domain that is a finite integral extension of R. Then V is integrally
closed if and only if the idealizer of every prime ideal containing the discriminant
equals V .
Proof. See [23].
More precisely, Trager’s algorithm uses the following corollary to the above
proposition:
Proposition 4. [23, Corollary 2] The module V is integrally closed if and only
if the idealizer of the radical of the discriminant equals V .
Starting from any basis of integral elements generating a module V the idea
is to compute V̂ the idealizer of the radical of the product of all such ideals in
V . Either V̂ is equal to V and we have found an integral basis, or V̂ is strictly
larger and we can repeat the operation. We therefore build a chain of modules
whose length has to be finite. Indeed, the discriminant of each Vi has to be a
strict divisor of that of Vi−1 .

Input : A degree-n monic squarefree polynomial f (y) over K[x]
Output : An integral basis for K[x, y]/hf i
D ← Disc(f ) ;
B ← (1, y, · · · , y n−1 );
while true do
Set V Q
the K[x]-module generated by B ;
Q←
Pi , where Pi2 |D;
If Q is a unit then return B;
Compute JQ (V ) the Q-trace radical of V ;
Compute V̂ the idealizer of JQ (V ) ;
Compute M the change of basis matrix from V̂ to V ;
Compute det M , if it is a unit then return V ;
Update B by applying the change of basis ;
D ← D/(det M )2 ;
V ← V̂ ;
end

Algorithm 2: A bird’s eye view of Trager’s algorithm [23]
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Computing the radical. Following Trager, we avoid computing the radical of
the ideal generated by Disc(f ) directly. First, we note that this radical is the
intersection of the radical of the prime ideals generated by the irreducible factors
of Disc(f ). Let P be such a factor, we then use the fact that in characteristic zero
or greater than n, the radical of hP i is exactly the so-called P -trace radical of V
(see [23]) i.e. the set JP (V ) = {u ∈ V |∀w ∈ V, P | tr(uw)}, where the trace tr(w)
is the sum of the conjugates of a w ∈ K(x)[y] viewed as a degree-n algebraic
extension of K(x).
The reason we consider this set is that it is much easier to compute than
the radical. Note that Ford and Zassenhaus’ Round 2 algorithm is designed to
handle the case where this assumption fails but we do not consider this possibility
because if it should happen it would be more suitable to use van Hoeij’s algorithm
for the case of small characteristic [14]. This latter algorithm is different from the
one we detailed in Section 2 but follows the same principle, replacing Puiseux
series by a criterionQ
for integrality based on the Frobenius endomorphism.
Finally, for Q = Pi we define the Q-trace radical of V to be the intersection
of all the JPi (V ). Here, we further restricted the Pi ’s to be the irreducible factors
of Disc(f ) whose square still divide Disc(f ). In what follows, we summarize how
JQ (V ) is computed in Trager’s algorithm. Once again, we refer to [23] for further
details and proofs.
Let M be the trace matrix of the module V , i.e. the matrix whose entries
are the (tr(wi wj ))i,j , where the wi ’s form a basis of V . An element u is in the
Q-trace radical if and only if M u is in Q · Rn . In Trager’s original algorithm, the
Q-trace radical is computed via a 2n×n row reduction and one n×n polynomial
matrix inversion.
We replace this step and compute a K[x]-module basis of the Q-trace radical
by using an approach due to Neiger [20] instead. Indeed, given a basis wi of the
K[x]-module v, the Q-trace radical can be identified to the set
(
)
n
X
n
f1 , · · · , fn ∈ K[x] ∀1 ≤ j ≤ n,
fi tr(wi wj ) = 0 mod Q(x) .
i=1

Using [20, Theorem 1.4] with n = m and the shift s = 0, there is a deterministic algorithm which returns a basis of the Q-trace radical in Popov form for a
e ω deg(Q)) field operations.
cost of O(n
Computing the idealizer. The idealizer of an ideal m of V is the set of u ∈ Frac(V )
such that um ⊂ m. Let Mi represent the multiplication matrix by mi with input
basis (v1 , · · · , vn ) and output basis (m1 , · · · , mm ). Then to find the elements
2
u in the idealizer we have to find all u ∈ Frac(R) such that M u ∈ Rn . Note
that building these multiplication matrices has negligible cost (in O(n2 ) field
operations) using the technique of [22].
Following Trager, we row-reduce the matrix M and consider M̂ the top left
n×n submatrix and the elements of the idealizer are now exactly the u such that
M̂ u ∈ Rn . Thus, the columns of M̂ −1 form a basis of the idealizer. Furthermore,
the transpose of M̂ −1 is the change of basis matrix from Vi to Vi+1 .
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Complexity analysis

The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Consider f a degree-n monic squarefree polynomial in K[x][y],
then Algorithm 2 returns an integral basis for the cost of factoring Disc(f ) and
e 5 deg Disc(f )) operations in K.
O(n
Proof. The dominant parts in this algorithm are the computations of radicals
and idealizers, which have been reduced to linear algebra operations on polynomial matrices. First, we have already seen how to compute the Q-trace radical
e ω deg(Q)) field operations using the algorithm presented in [20].
JQ (V ) in O(n
To compute the idealizer of JQ (V ), we row-reduce a n2 × n matrix with
entries in K[x] using naive Gaussian elimination. This costs a total of O(n4 )
operations in K(x).
Then we extract the top n × n square submatrix M̂ from this row-reduced
e ω ) operations in K(x). The output M̂ −1 of
n2 × n matrix and invert it for O(n
this gives a basis of a module V̂ such that V ⊂ V̂ ⊂ V .
To translate operations in K(x) into operations in K, one can bound the
degrees of all the rational fractions encountered, however it is quite fastidious to
track degree-growth while performing the operations described above. In fact,
we exploit the nature of the problem we are dealing with.
Pn
Our first task is to row-reduce a matrix M built such that a u = i=1 ρi vi
is in V̂ if and only if M (ρ1 , . . . , ρn )t ∈ K[x]n . The ρi ’s are rational fractions
but their denominator divides Q. Therefore, we fall back to finding solutions of
n
M (ũ1 , . . . , ũn )t ∈ (Q(x) · K[x]) , where the ũi ’s are polynomials. In this case,
it does no harm to reduce the entries of the matrix M modulo Q, however
performing Gaussian elimination will induce a degree growth that may cause
us to handle polynomials of degree up to n deg Q instead of deg Q. With this
bound, the naive Gaussian elemination costs a total of O(n5 deg Q) operations
in K.
After elimination, we retrieve a n × n matrix M̂ whose entries have degrees
bounded by n deg Q. Inverting it will cause another degree increase by a factor
e ω+2 deg Q). Since ω ≤ 3, each
at most n. Thus, the inversion step has cost in O(n
iteration of Trager’s algorithm has cost bounded by O(n5 deg Q).
Now, let us assess how many iterations are necessary. Let us assume that
we are exiting step i and have just computed Vi+1 from Vi . Let us consider P
a square factor of Disc(Vi ). Let m be a prime ideal of Vi containing P . Let us
consider u ∈ Vi+1 , then by definition uP ∈ m because P ∈ m and therefore
u ∈ P1 m ⊂ P1 Vi . Thus, Vi+1 ⊂ P1 Vi . This means that at each step i we have
Disc(Vi+1 ) = Disc(Vi )/Q2i , where Qi is the product of square factors of Disc(Vi ).
Thus, the total number of iterations is at most half the multiplicity of the largest
factor of Disc(f ).
More precisely, if we assume that the irreducible factors of Disc(f ) are r polynomials of respective degrees di and multiplicity νi , then the overall complexity
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of Trager’s algorithm is in

ν
X
e
O
n5
i=1


X

dj  ,

j≤r, νj ≥2i

where ν = bmax νi /2c.
Pr
e 5
Since
i=1 νi di ≤ deg Disc(f ), the above bound is in O(n deg Disc(f )),
e 6 dx ) and O(n
e 5 ) depending on the input f .
which ranges between O(n
Remark 4. In the above proof, our consideration of degree growth seems quite
pessimistic given that the change of basis matrix has prescribed determinant. It
would be appealing to perform all the computations modulo Q but it is unclear
to us whether the algorithm remains valid. However, even assuming that it is
e 4 deg Disc(f )), which is still
possible, our complexity estimate would become O(n
no better than the bound we give in next section.

4

Integral bases through Weierstrass factorization and
truncations of Puiseux series

As van Hoeij’s algorithm, this algorithm due to Böhm et al. [3] relies on computing local integral bases at each “problematic” singularity and then recovering a
global integral basis. But this algorithm then splits the problem again into computing contributions to the integral basis at each branch of each singularity.
More precisely, given a reduced Noetherian ring A we denote by A its normalization i.e. the integral closure of A in its fraction field Frac(A). In order to
compute the normalization of A = K[x, y]/hf (x, y)i we use the following result
to perform the task locally at all the singularities.
Proposition 5. [3, Proposition 3.1] Let A be a reduced Noetherian ring with
a finite singular locus {P1 , . . . , Ps }. For 1 ≤ i ≤ s, let an intermediate ring
Ps
(i)
A ⊂ A(i) ⊂ A be given such that APi = APi . Then i=1 A(i) = A.
Proof. See the proof of [4, Proposition 3.2].
Each of these intermediate rings is respectively called a local contribution to
(i)
A at Pi . In the case where APj = APj for any j 6= i, we say that A(i) is a minimal
local contribution to A at Pi . Here, we consider the case A = K[x, y]/hf (x, y)i
and will compute minimal local contributions at each singularity of f . This is
summarized in Algorithm 3.
In this section, we revisit the algorithm presented by Böhm et al. in [3] and
replace some of its subroutines in order to give complexity bounds for their
approach. Note that these modifications are performed solely for the sake of
complexity and rely on algorithms for which implementations may not be available. However, we note that our new description makes this algorithm both
simpler and more efficient because we avoid using Hensel lifting to compute the
E(f ) and the triples (ai , bi , ci ) which are actually obtained as byproducts of the
factorization of f over K[[x]][y]. This allows us to prove the following theorem.
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Input : A monic irreducible polynomial f (y) over K[x]
Output : An integral basis for K[x, y]/hf i
n ← degy (f ) ;
Sf ac ← set of factors φ such that φ2 | Disc(f );
for φ in Sf ac do
Compute α a root of φ (possibly in extension) ;
Apply a linear transform to fall back to the case of a singularity at x = 0 ;
Compute the maximal integrality exponent E(f ) ;
Using Proposition 9, factor f over K[[x]][y];
Compute the Bézout relations of Proposition 7 ;
Compute integral bases for each factor as in Section 4.1 ;
As in Section 4.2, recover the local contribution corresponding to φ ;
(For this, use Proposition 7 and Proposition 11)
end
From all the local contributions, use CRT to deduce B an integral basis ;
return B ;

Algorithm 3: Adaptation of the algorithm by Böhm et al. [3]

Theorem 3. Let f (x, y) be a degree-n monic squarefree polynomial in y. Then
Algorithm 3 returns an integral basis of K[x, y]/hf i and costs a univariate factorization of degree deg Disc(f ) over K, at most n factorizations of degree-n polye 2 deg Disc(f ))
nomials over an extension of K of degree ≤ deg(Disc(f )) and O(n
operations in K.
4.1

Computing normalization at one branch

Let us first address the particular case when f (x, y) is an irreducible Weierstrass polynomial. This way, we will be able to compute integral bases for each
branches at a given singularity. The next section will then show how to glue this
information first into a local integral basis and then a global integral basis can
be computed using CRT as in van Hoeij’s algorithm. The main result of this
section is the following proposition.
Proposition 6. Let g be an irreducible Weierstrass polynomial of degree m
whose Puiseux expansions have already been computed up to sufficiently large
precision ρ. An integral basis for the normalization of K[[x]][y]/hgi can be com2
e
puted in O(ρm
) operations in K.
As in van Hoeij’s algorithm, the idea is to compute for any 1 ≤ d < m a
polynomial pd ∈ K[x][y] and an integer ed such that pd (x, y)/xed is integral and
ed is maximal. However, the building process is quite different. We clarify this
notion of maximality in the following definition.
Definition 4. Let P ∈ K[x][y] be a degree-d monic polynomial (in y). We
say that P is d-maximal if there exists an exponent ed such that P (x, y)/xed
is integral and such that there is no degree-d monic polynomial Q satisfying
Q(x, y)/xed +1 .
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Remark 5. We introduce the notion of d-maximality for the sake of clarity and
brevity. To the best of our knowledge this notion has not received a standard
name in the literature and was often referred to using the word maximal.
Let us consider the m Puiseux expansions γi of g. Since g is irreducible, these
expansions are conjugated but let us first make a stronger assumption : there
exists a t ∈ Q such that all the terms of degree lower than t of the expansions γi
are equal and the terms of degree t are conjugate. We truncate all these series
by ignoring all terms of degree greater or equal to t. This way, all the expansions
share the same truncation γ.
Lemma 1. [3, Lemma 7.5] Using the notation and hypotheses of previous paragraph, for any 1 ≤ d < m the polynomial pd = (y − γ)d is d-maximal.
Proof. See [3].
In a more general setting, more truncations are iteratively performed so as
to fall back in the previous case. We recall below the strategy followed in [3] for
the sake of completeness.
Qm
Initially we have g0 = g = i=1 (y − γi ). We compute the smallest exponent
t such that the expansions γi are pairwise different. We truncate the expansions to retain only the exponents smaller than t and denote these truncations
(1)
γj . Among these expansions, we extract a set of r mutually distinct expansions which we denote by ηi . Note that by local irreducibility, each of these
(1)
expansions correspond to the same number of identical γj . We further denote
Qm
Qr
(1)
g0 = i=1 (y − γi ) and g1 = i=1 (y − ηi ) and u1 = m/r. We actually have
u1
g0 = g1 .
Qri−1
We recursively repeat the operation: starting from a polynomial gj−1 i=1
(y−
ηi ), we look for the first exponent such that all the truncations of the ηi are pairwise different. Truncating these expansions up to exponent strictly smaller, we
Qmj
(j)
(y − γi ). Once again we Q
retain only one expansion per
compute gj−1 = i=1
rj
set of identical truncations and we define a gj = i=1
(y − ηi ) and uj = mj /rj .
The numerators of the integral basis that the algorithm shall return are
products of these gi ’s. Speaking very loosely, the gi have decreasing degrees in
y andQ
decreasing valuations so for a fixed d the denominator pd is chosen of the
form
giνi where the νi ’s are incrementally built as follow : ν1 is the largest
integer such that degy (g1ν1 ) ≤ d and ν1 ≤ u1 , then ν2 is the largest integer such
that degy (g1ν1 g2ν2 ) ≤ d and ν2 ≤ u2 , and so on. This is Algorithm 6 of [3], we
refer to the proof of [3, Lemma 7.8] for a proof of exactness.
Since we assumed that we are treating a singularity at 0, the denominators
are powers of x. The proper exponents are deduced in the following way: for
each gi we keep in memory the set of expansions that appear, we denote this set
by NgP
. Then for any γ in the set Γ of all Puiseux expansions of g we compute
i
σi = η∈Ng v(γ − η) which does not depend on the choice of γ ∈ Γ . For any j,
Q i
P
if pj = k gkνk then the exponent ej of the denominator is given by b k νk σk c.
Further justifications of this are given in [3].
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Complexity analysis. Let us now give a proof of Proposition 6. To do so, remark
that the gk ’s are polynomials whose Puiseux series are precisely the truncation
(i)
ηi ’s of the above γj . Equivalently, one can say that the gk ’s are the norms of
the Puiseux expansions ηi ’s.
To compute them, we can appeal to the Algorithm NormRPE of Poteaux
and Weimann [21, Section 4.1.]. Suppose we know all the expansions involved
up to precision ρ sufficiently large. These expansions are not centered at (0, ∞)
because g is monic. Therefore, the hypotheses of [21, Lemma 8] are satisfied and
e degy (gi )2 ).
the algorithm NormRPE compute each of the gi ’s above in time O(ρ
Then we remark that the total number of such gi ’s is in O(log m). Indeed,
at each step the number of expansions to consider is at least halved (Puiseux
expansions are grouped according to their truncations being the same, at least
two series having the same truncation). Since the degree of each gi is no greater
e 2 ρ) operations in K.
than m − 1, all these polynomials can be computed in O(m
Once the gi ’s are known we can deduce the numerators pi ’s as explained
above. Building them incrementally starting from p1 each pi is either equal to a
gj or can be expressed as one product of quantities that were already computed
(either a gj or a pk for k < i). Therefore, computing all the numerators amounts
to computing at most m products of polynomials whose degrees are bounded by
m over K[x]/hxρ i. Using Schönhage-Strassen’s algorithm for these products the
2
e
total cost is in O(ρm
) operations in K. The computation of denominators then
has a negligible cost. This concludes the proof.

4.2

Branch-wise splitting for integral bases

Once again, let us assume that we are treating the local contribution at the
singularity x = 0. In the setting of van Hoeij’s algorithm, this corresponds to
dealing with a single irreducible factor of the discriminant.
We further divide the
Qr
problem by considering the factorization f = f0 i=1 fi , where f0 is a unit in
K[[x]][y] and the other fi ’s are irreducible Weierstrass polynomials in K[[x]][y].
We can apply the results from the previous section to each fi for i > 0 in
order to compute an integral basis of K[[x]][y]/hfi i. In this section, we deal with
two problems: we explain how to compute the factorization of f and how to
efficiently perform an analogue of the Chinese Remainder Theorem to compute
an integral basis of K[[x]][y]/hf1 · · · fr i from the integral bases at each branch.
For the sake of completeness, we recall in Section 4.3, how Böhm et al. take f0
into account and deduce a minimal local contribution at any given singularity.
Proposition 7. [3, Proposition 5.9] Let f1 ,. . . ,fr be the irreducible Weierstrass
polynomials
Q in K[[x]][y] appearing in the factorization of f into branches. Let us
set hi = j=1,j6=i fj . Then the fi and hi are coprime in K((x))[y] so that there
are polynomials ai , bi in K[[x]][y] and positive integers ci such that ai fi + bi hi =
xci for any 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Furthermore, the normalization of K[[x]][y]/(f1 · · · fr ) splits as
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K[[x]][y]/hf1 · · · fr i ∼
=

r
M

K[[x]][y]/hfi i

i=1

and the splitting is given explicitly by
(t1 mod f1 , . . . , tr mod fr ) 7→

r
X
bi hi ti
i=1

xci

mod f1 · · · fr .

Proof. See [7, Theorem 1.5.20].
The following corollary will be used in practice to recover an integral basis
for K[[x]][y]/hf1 · · · fr i.
Proposition 8. [3, Corollary 5.10] With the same notation, let
!
(i)
(i)
pmi −1 (x, y)
p1 (x, y)
1,
,...,
(i)
(i)
e
x e1
x mi −1
(i)

represent an integral basis for fi , where each pj ∈ K[x][y] is a monic degree-j
polynomial in y. For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, set
!
(i)
(i)
bi hi pmi −1
bi hi bi hi p1
(i)
B =
.
,
,...,
(i)
c +e
xci xci +e(i)
1
x i mi −1
Then B (1) ∪ · · · ∪ B (r) is an integral basis for f1 · · · fr .
In [3], these results are not used straightforwardly because the authors remarked that it was time-consuming in practice. Instead, the ci ’s are computed
from the singular parts of the Puiseux expansions of f and polynomials βi replace
the bi ’s, playing a similar role but being easier to compute.
Indeed, these βi ’s are computed in [3, Algorithm 8] and they are actually
products of the polynomials gi ’s already computed by [3, Algorithm 7], which is
the algorithm that we detailed above to describe the computation of an integral
basis for each branch. The only new thing to compute in order to deduce the
βi ’s are the suitable exponents of the gi ’s. This is achieved through solving
linear congruence equations. This step can be fast on examples considered in
practice and we also note that the βi ’s seem more convenient to handle because
they are in K[x][y] and they contain less monomials than the bi ’s. However the
complexity of this problem (often denoted LCON in the literature) has been
widely studied, see for example [1,6] but, to the best of our knowledge, none of
the results obtained provide bounds that we could use here.
For the sake of complexity bounds, we therefore suggest another way which is
based on computing the bi ’s of Proposition 7. We also compute the factorization
of f into branches in a different way: instead of following the algorithms of [3,
Section 7.3 & 7.4] we make direct use of the factorization algorithm of Poteaux
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and Weimann [21] so we also invoke their complexity result [21, Theorem 3] which
is recalled below. Another advantage to this is that we will see that the bi ’s can
actually be computed using a subroutine involved the factorization algorithm,
which simplifies even further the complexity analysis.
Proposition 9. [21, Theorem 3] There exists an algorithm that computes the ire
reducible factors of f in K[[x]][y] with precision N in an expected O(deg
y (f )(δ +
N )) operations in K plus the cost of one univariate factorization of degree at
most degy (f ), where δ stands for the valuation of Disc(f ).
Proof. See [21, Section 7].
Let us now get back to the first steps of Algorithm 3: we have to compute
E(f ) to assess up to what precision we should compute the Puiseux series and
then compute the factorization of f , the integers ci and the polynomials bi .
In each section, we tried to keep the notation of the original papers as much
as we could which is why we introduced E(f ) but the definition given in [3,
Section 4.8] is exactly the same as the N in van Hoeij’s paper [12]. This bound
can be directly computed from the singular
P part of the Puiseux expansions of
f . We recall its definition: E(f ) = maxi i6=j v(γi − γj ), where the γi ’s are the
Puiseux expansions of f . We will see later on an alternate definition which will
make it easier to bound E(f ).
Following [3], we need to compute the factorization of f into branches up to
precision E(f ) + ci . Using Poteaux and Weimann’s factorization algorithm from
Proposition 9, we can compute the factors fi up to the desired precision.
Furthermore, using a subroutine contained within this algorithm, we can
compute the Bézout relation ai fi + bi hi = xci up to precision E(f ) + ci . This is
detailed in [21, Section 4.2], where our ci is the lifting order κ and our fi and hi
are respectively the H and G of Poteaux and Weimann. The algorithm used to
compute the Bézout relations is due to Moroz and Schost [19] and its complexity
is given by [19, Corollary 1].
Complexity analysis. We analyze the cost of the computations performed in this
section and summarize them by the following proposition.
Proposition 10. Let f (x, y) be a degree-n monic squarefree polynomial in y
and let δ be the x-valuation of Q
Disc(f ). Then the integers ci ’s and E(f ), a facr
torization in branches f = f0 i=1 fi as well as the polynomials ai ’s and bi ’s
or Proposition 7 can be computed up to precision E(f ) + ci for a univariate
e 2 δ) field operations.
factorization degree n over K and a total of O(n
Proof. First, the singular parts of the Puiseux series of f above 0 are computed
e
for O(nδ)
field operations by [21, Theorem 1]. This allows us to compute E(f ).
Then we compute the factorization in branch up to a sufficient precision
to compute the ci ’s. We then extend the precision further so as to compute the
factorization and the Bézout relations ai fi + bi hi = xci up to precision E(f ) + ci .
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Invoking [19, Corollary 1], computing a single Bézout relation up to precision
e
E(f ) + ci costs O(n(E(f
) + ci )) field operations. Computing the factorization of
e
f in branches up to the same precision with Proposition 9 accounts for O(n(δ
+
ci + E(f )) operations in K and one univariate factorisation of degree n over K.
Using [3, Definition 4.14], we note that E(f ) can also be seen as en−1 , which
is bounded by the valuation δ of the discriminant because we assumed that we
were handling
  a singularity at x = 0. Thanks to [21, Proposition 8] we can bound
which is itself bounded by δ.
ci by vx ∂f
∂y
Putting these bounds together, the overall cost is one univariate factorization
e
of degree n over K and O(nδ)
operations in K for the factorization step while the
e 2 δ) operations in K. This concludes the proof.
n Bézout relations requires O(n
4.3

Contribution of the invertible factor f0

To deal with this problem, we reuse the following result without modification.
Proposition 11. [3, Proposition 6.1] Let f = f0 g be a factorization of f with
f0 and g in K[[x]][y], f0 a unit and g a Weierstrass polynomial of y-degree m.
Let p0 = 1, xpe11 , · · · , xpem−1
be an integral basis for K[[x]][y]/hgi such that the
m−1
pi ’s are degree-i monic polynomials in K[x][y] and let f0 a monic polynomial in
K[x][y] such that f0 = f0 mod xem−1 . Let us denote d0 = degy (f0 ).
Then


f0 p1
f0 pm−1
1, y, . . . , y d0 −1 , f0 p0 , e1 , · · · , em−1
x
x
is an integral basis for the normalization of K[[x]][y]/hf i.
Proof. See [3]
Since we handle a single singularity at 0, the previous basis is also a K[x]module basis of the minimal local contribution at this singularity by [3, Corollary 6.4].
Complexity analysis. This step involves a truncation of f0 modulo xem−1 and m
products of polynomials in K [[x]] [y]/hxem−1 i whose y-degrees are bounded by
e
n = degy (f ). This incurs O(mne
m−1 ) field operations. Since we are treating a
singularity at x = 0, we have em−1 = O(δ) with δ the valuation of Disc(f ) so
e 2 δ) field operations.
that we can simplify the above bound as O(n
4.4

Proof of Theorem 3

In this section, we put all the previous bounds together and prove Theorem 3.
Proof. As in van Hoeij’s algorithm, we first compute Disc(f ) and factor it in
order to recover its irreducible square factors. For each irreducible factor φ such
that φ2 | Disc(f ), we compute the corresponding minimal local contribution. For
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each of them, we first perform a translation so as to handle a singularity at
x = 0. If there are several conjugated singularities we can handle them like in
van Hoeij’s algorithm, at the price of a degree-deg φ extension of K which we
denote by K 0 in this proof. Also note that through this transform the multiplicity
M (φ) corresponds to the valuation δ of the discriminant.
e 2 M (φ))
First, we split f into branches using Proposition 10 for a cost in O(n
0
operations in K and one univariate factorization of degree ≤ n over K 0 .
Then, at each branch fi , we apply Proposition 6 with precision ρ = E(f ) +
ci . Therefore, the cost of computing an integral
basis at each branch fi is in
P
e
O(M
(φ) degy (fi )2 ) operations in K 0 . Since i deg(fi ) ≤ n, computing the intee 2 M (φ)) operations in K 0 .
gral bases at all the branches costs O(n
At the end of this step, we have integral bases Bi of the form


pmi −1 (x, y)
p1 (x, y)
,
.
.
.
,
1,
x e1
xemi −1
with mi = degy fi but the pi ’s are in K 0 [[x]][y].
At first glance, this is a problem because Proposition 8 requires the pi ’s to
be in K 0 [x][y]. However, the power of x in the denominators is bounded a priori
by E := E(f ) + max1≤i≤r ci so we can truncate all series beyond this exponent.
Indeed, forgetting the higher order terms amounts to subtracting each element
of the basis by a polynomial in K 0 [x]. Such polynomials are obviously integral
elements so they change nothing concerning integrality.
We can thus apply Proposition 8 to get an integral basis for f1 · · · fr . This
costs O(n) operations in K 0 [[x]] [y]/hxE , f (x, y)i. Each such operation amounts
to nE operations in K 0 . We have previously seen that E is in O(M (φ)) so the
overall cost of applying Proposition 8 is in O(n2 M (φ)) operations in K 0 .
After this process, the basis that we obtained must be put in “triangular
form” (i.e. each numerator pi should have degree-i in y in order for us to apply
Proposition 11. To do this, we first reduce every power of y greater or equal
to n using the equation f (x, y) = 0. For a fixed i, by the Bézout relations,
hi has y-degree ≤ n − mi and bi has y-degree < mi , so we have to reduce a
total of O(n) bivariate polynomials whose degrees in y are in O(n). Using a fast
e 2 ) operations in K 0 [x]/hxE i, hence a
Euclidean algorithm, this amounts to O(n
2
0
cost in O(n M (φ)) operations in K .
Once done, every element in the basis can be represented by a vector of
polynomials in K 0 [x] whose degrees are bounded by E. To put the above integral
basis in triangular form, it suffices to compute a Hermite Normal Form of a full
rank n × n polynomial matrix. Using [17, Theorem 1.2] an algorithm by Labahn,
e ω−1 M (φ)) operations in K 0 .
Neiger and Zhou performs this task in O(n
We can finally apply Proposition 11 and deduce the minimal local contribue 2 M (φ)) operations in K 0 .
tion for the factor φ in O(n
Overall, given a factor φ, computing the corresponding minimal local contribution to the normalization of K[C] costs the factorization of Disc(f ), one
e 2 M (φ)) operations in K 0 .
univariate factorization of degree ≤ n over K and O(n
Computing all the local contributions can therefore be done for the factorization
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of Disc(f ), #Sf ac univariate factorization of degree ≤ n over extensions of K of
e 2 deg Disc(f )) operations in K.
degree ≤ maxφ∈Sf ac deg φ and O(n
In the case of conjugate singularities, we follow the idea of van Hoeij rather
than [3, Remark 7.17] and simply replace α by x in the numerators and (x − α)
by φ in the denominators because it does not harm our complexity bound. In
this process, some coefficients of the numerators are multiplied by polynomials
in x, which clearly preserves integrality. Since the numerators are monic in y, no
simplification can occur and the basis property is also preserved.
Finally, a global integral basis for K[x, y]/hf i is deduced by a Chinese remainder theorem. This can be achieved in quasi-linear time in the size of the
local bases. Each of them being in O(n2 deg Disc(f )), this last CRT does not
increase our complexity bound. This concludes the proof.
Remark 6. The n factorizations incurred by the use of Poteaux and Weimann’s
algorithm are only necessary to ensure that quotient rings are actually fields,
this cost can be avoided by using the D5 principle [8] at the price of a potential
complexity overhead. However, using directed evaluation [15] yields the same
result without hurting our complexity bounds.

Conclusion
e 4 ) which
In the setting of Table 1, the best bound given in this paper is in O(D
is quasi-quadratic in the input size, but quasi-linear in the output size. It is
surprising that we are able to reach optimality without even treating the local
factors fi through a divide-and-conquer approach like in [21]. This would allow
us to work at precision δ/n instead of δ most of the time, but this does not affect
the worst-case complexity of the whole algorithm. From an implementation point
of view, however, this approach will probably make a significant different.
Note that we are still relatively far from having implementations of algorithms actually reaching these complexity bounds because we lack implementations for the primitives involved in computing Popov/Hermite forms, Puiseux
series and factorizations over K [[x]] [y]. In some experiments we performed,
Puiseux series were actually the most time-consuming part, which is why Trager’s
algorithm may still be a competitive choice despite our complexity results.
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